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Self-correcting codes are a natural development of self-
-checking codes. Self-checking codes detect the presence of an error 
or errors; self-correcting codes locate their positions as well. The 
number of independent errors which can be located depends on the 
code used. 
The price of the self-correcting feature, like that or 
self-checking, is the requirement that more than the minimum number 
of symbols must be sent, asy,ell as in the extra equipment for encoding, 
locating, and correcting th~ errors that occur. This memorandum 
concerns itself mainly with the first as/pect, which is measured by 
the redundancy, that ls, the ratio of the number or symbols sent 
to the minimum number necessary to convey the same information 
without my checks. 
t.he advantages of these self-correcting codes may be used 
in two ways; either the individual components of the system may 
be kept at the same reliability and the code used to increase 
the over-all reliability of the entire system, or the reliability 
of the individual components may be decreased while still keeping 
the reliability of the system at the original level or higher. 
This memorandum is not a complete study, but is rathe r an 
introduction to the field. As such it gives some or the basic concepts 
involved int he study of self-correcting codes and examines anly 
a one parameter family of coaes. A forth coming memorandum will 
examine a:p;i~Pf several other groups which have lower redundancies. 
The the~ of coding discussed here applies to all forms 
of transmitting information if\ discrete elements, whether as in 
teletype, pulse code modulation, or in digit~ computing machines. 
Because of the immediate interest int he possible use of j~,fui 
these codes by the laboratories, a brief exc1r1ination has been made of~•~~ 
possible tJJ11tti1~n m0difications of the widely used self-checking 
two-out-of-five-hole codes to convert them into self-correcting codes. 
However, the reader is w~arned that in some cases more efficient 
codes will be given later. · 
An appendix discusses certain features of the problem 
of using such ·codes in a high speed digital computing machine• I~~ 
was -this particular application which initiated the study. 
The basic methods were developed in joint disca ssions bagween 
C. E. Shannon, B. MacMillan, and R. w. Hamming 
® 
In this code a single error c n be detected. Two situations 
require 
examination, depending on whether the digits are presented 
at the same time (in parallel) or at diffe re nt times (in sequence). 
In the first case we imagine a relay being picked up fore ch 1 
symbol. ~he relays are wired so that each u p relay crosses two wires, 
while the down relays leavE lthem the same. Unless there are an even 
number of interchanges of the two wires the ~e is an error. In the 
a.., \,NI ~1-4.,lM,t..{ 
se domd case, we imagine e.a:eh 1 symbol! pulsing ~ flip-flo p cir cui t 0 
/\ - ,J{ &: J t#t ~ '1t I etJ.,( -t/4rJ 
Unless the fli p-flop returns to its original state a:t- t-fte-end, there 
is an error in the group. 1f/pf/p/i/i~f 
We now compute the chances of detect~ng errors and of missing 
errors . An odd mumber of errors will be detedted while an even number 
will not. 
( "~eer,;+y 411, 14 
e l"tOW" introduce the followin g notation, the ~ of which 
will become clearer s time · gows on. If p is the prob ability of a 
single, isol ated failure, then the prob ability of sucess is q c:l - p. 
The message length M in this simple case is n, The length of the 
coded message will be called N = N1 • 
two errors is 
n -,.1. 1 he chance of exactly 
4-
3. Simple error correctin ~ codes. 
If an error can be not only detected but its position located 
as ' ell, then it can be corrected. As the simplest example of locatin g 
·m error a s well as detectin 0 it let us imagine a message of le:n~-th 
M -= n2 with its elements arr i nged i~ a square of side n. We now 
bound the square on two .djacent sides with 2n ~ 1 check ej~¢p~fP. 
symbols. Each check symbol, except the corner one, is at the end of 
either a row or a column 1 and each is set to make the number of l ' s 
in the row or column ef ~-/i/ an ev en number. Th1J:t/+,')'/1if¢1/"/¥~-f/ tbe 
corner symbol can be set to check both its column and ro w dep ends 
on the fact that it makes the nm:iber of l's in the entire mes sag e 
an even number. e now pass the symbols t>k the rwws and columns 
through checking equipmen_:, and if a row and a column fail to check 
that indicates that the element in that row and column is in 
error ( provided we knO\~ th at at most a single error h a s occur ed). · 
Thus · we can locate any single error whether it be in the messa ge 
symbols or in the checking S) mbols - all are equally checked. 
It two errors occur their presence can be tetected but their 
uniquely 
positions c annot be located A by t }-..is code , since if f/yi/.f /flf f/ two 
rows and t •ro columns fail to check there aro four possible positions 
d,e 'f ... ..y. .c. ,._,.-,,, i 
for the errors and we cannot tell which "two f'\ while if the two 
errors are on the same row(or column) only two columns(or 
rows )will f ail to check and these have no -Y.~i,f ftlff.ffl. ·common 
members . 
It is perh~ps worth noting that the -corner symbol need not be 
included. I£ it is not used 1then when both a row and a column fail 
to check we still get the coordinated of the erroneous symbol, while 
if a eingle row or column fails to check we know that it is the check 
symbol its elf. For purposes of abstr act study we shall continue to 
L I e.C.f.te~ ,-1 lo rai~-c. ./,J.~ ;etl""'•,:ufe't, 
include this corner checking symbol,~ t•~ 0 .. Y ~-
The central concept in this method of loc at ing errors is th t 
of dividing the entire mess age up in t o sets such that each symbol 
of t he entire message is the uniq~e ¢p¢~!1 common member of two 
sets. In the example above we used rows and columns. Jfi/#f 
instead of a rectan gle 
of a .square. The use of a square is dictated by economy~since the ,. 
checking symbols are the semi-perimeter of the square and this is 
less than ·the semi-perimeter of any · rectangle having the same area. 
/:'C11'.f1,,.,.,.,_,c, ,;, c:. "l "•~~ -1-t,~ ats.~:ka:zt"-J J..lcdekr c,~I "°""' •tv•l/y /,,4.-,.'._ 
When adapting these codes to any particular situation it may 
be faasible to use rectangles; we are-confinin g the present suudy to 
squares beth because of their optimal propert -Y,-"and to keep the study 
within bounds . j: yp~l:'l:of't110M l t may under some circumstances be 
desir~able to use other sets ta.an rows and columns, for 
example one might use rows and diagonals when adapting a code to 
~ 
a computing machine using the base two since then some of the checks 
"' \.f jM{S;.,.,. 
remain invarient under a multiplication by two. 
' " 
The simple square code described first may be regarded as 
Each of separately 
a double n -t l code. ,_'the first n rows may lil;{. be looked upon "as a 
simple n -t-1 code which is capable of detectin g but not locating 
an error. Regarding thes ~groups of n ~l symbols #e as our basic 
block~ we form a simple n + 1 c~de out of these blocks by adding a 
single checking block ~ of_ n r l single symbols. We have only to define 
what is meant by a checroing block, and one sui ta bl e definition is the 
one we have used regarding the even n\lmber of l's in each colu mn. 
Tht s ~new check .s provide ~ the cross checks which enab le us to loc at e the 
psoition of th ·e error since now the columns themselves are simple 
n +l error detectiong codes . 
tJ( ,,tt 
1~ 
In calculating Cit is not feasible to examine all possible situations 
so we shall restrict ourselves to those situations which involve not 
more than four errors. The major sources of eri,ors are when three 
errors are located on the three of the darners of a rectangle and in 
the checking it appears as if the one remainding corner is the one 
in error, and when frf,{,. four errors occur on the four corners of a 
<_,I 
rectangle and no ernr is detected. 
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6. Further Develo:ement of these Codes, 
1'he natural extension of the preceeding codes is to go to 
k dimensions which would be simply a k-fold n + 1 code. -B-esides b+re 
V,, I•,,..;..,,,_,, ./ ly 
d-i!=ffical ties of c1aking -the ee FPe~t i ng ci r cuit -s we find that a s k increases 
the redundancy 
approaches infinity . lhile this might be o,vercome by a proper 
proportioning of the sides of a rectangular parallelopiped inste ad 
of a cube, the problem of finding out how many errors can be corr ected 
is rather difficult, let alone, ~ 
.,...._,,i..otJ 
!i:)ii ,a~ correcting them . 
A better ~ 664 b ieft1, JWVH~'i~i~e"hh~es~e~f-eo~l~l~o~GJr-,,a!'l!p~i~;i_w+;..t;bue~nl..Efil~x:t~· ~m~e~m~o,11~a:t-tn~Ei~1 .  H4. .I 
is to use a single symbol to check all those in a plane when dealin g 
with a cube, l hus for a cube of side none would have 3n - 2 
check symbols and n3 -3n T 2 messa ge symbols. Here only a single error 
{'Oll/J 
e-:::n be corrected in the cube rather than t}pree as was true with the 
cube given in this memorandum. ·This direction of research is dealt with 
in the forthcoming memorandum; Si11g! e Error-Detecting Codes--! 
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